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Pass on your wealth endlessly with the newly-added  

Policy Continuation Option of FTLife’s Regent Insurance Plan 2 

 

FTLife Insurance Company Limited (“FTLife”) has launched the upgraded version of Regent Insurance Plan 21 
(“Regent 2”). In addition to a first-in-market2 advantage of providing customers unlimited changes of insured 
and protection of new insured up to age 128, the new plan also offers a unique-in-market2 “Policy Continuation 
Option” for policyowners to allocate their wealth according to their own wills via assignment of beneficiaries and 
making provision such that the family wealth can pass on to the next generations endlessly.  
 
CEO Gerard Yang said, “Our flagship product Regent 2 has been receiving a warm welcome and high praise 
since its launch and has topped a ranking of similar products in the market3. The Regent also achieved a dividend 
fulfilment ratio of 103%4 to help our customers realise their financial goals as early as possible. By incorporating 
many innovative options, this upgraded plan gives customers a total solution to grow and hand on their wealth.” 
 

∞Pass on your wealth perpetually 

First-in-market2 unlimited changes of insured and protection of new insured up to age 128 
Policyholder may change the insured for unlimited times5, and the coverage period will be adjusted to the 128th 
birthday of the new insured. Policy value would have sufficient time to grow and can be passed on to the next 
generations infinitely.  
 
Unique-in-market2 “Policy Continuation Option”6 
Accidents are unforeseeable and insurance policies will normally be terminated upon the insured’s death. If the 
policyowner has not assigned any new insured yet but activated the “Policy Continuation Option” 6 while the 
policy is in force, even the insured passes away suddenly, the policy will remain in force, and the assigned 
beneficiary will become the new policyowner (if applicable) and the new insured. The coverage period of the 
policy will also be adjusted to the 128th birthday of the new insured to ensure the passing on of the wealth. Such 
an arrangement allows those policyowners who are single or have no children to hand on their wealth to other 
family members. 
 
Example: During his lifetime, the uncle assigns his nephew as the beneficiary of the policy. 
 

 
 
2 Lock-in options for stable returns 
To avoid the effects of market volatility, customers can exercise one of the Terminal Dividend Lock In Options 
to accumulate the terminal dividend in the form of annual dividends7. The converted terminal dividend will 
become guaranteed and bring you a stable return. The terminal dividend which has been converted into annual 
dividends can also earn interest7.  
 
Automatic Lock In Option8 to maintain sustainable growth of the balance of terminal dividend 
The terminal dividend will automatically be converted into annual dividend7 on each policy anniversary, such 
amount is determined by taking 8% of total premiums paid until the balance of terminal dividends falls to 30% of 
total premiums paid after conversion. The balance of the terminal dividend will continue to grow in the policy and 
will be payable upon policy termination. 
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Manual Lock In Option9 
Customer can apply to convert part of the terminal dividend on his/her choice into annual dividend7 on his/her 
designated policy anniversary(ies). 10% or above of terminal dividend can be converted each time, up to a total 
of 60%, while a 3-year or above interval between each conversion is required. 
 
3 settlement options for flexible allocation of wealth 
Policyowner can choose one of the following three Death Benefit Settlement Options10 to allocate his/her 
assets to the beneficiaries without going through the complicated procedures of estate succession:  

(i) a lump-sum payment; or  
(ii) regular payments – monthly, semi-annually or annually over 10, 20 or 30 years; or  
(iii) a lump sum payment for part of the death benefit and the remaining will be paid on a regular basis . 

The policyowner can also opt for full surrender to receive either a lump-sum payment or regular payments to 
receive the surrender benefit. 11  
 
4-year premium holiday for financial agility 
This plan offers first-in-market2 premium holiday up to 4 years to provide you with the extra financial flexibility to 
deal with unexpected events and short-term needs without the need to worry about the immediate termination 
of the policy.   
 
Premium waiver protection of up to USD 500,000   
If the insured is between 18 and 60 years old, and diagnosed with total permanent disability12 before the age of 
75; or if the insured is 17 years old or below, and the policyowner or contingent policyowner is diagnosed with 
total permanent disability or dies13 before the age of 75, FTLife will pay the future premiums of the basic plan up 
to USD 500,00014 to mitigate the burden of your loved ones. Such protection – without the need for medical 
underwriting - can rarely be found in the similar products in the market.  
 
Expected return rate up to 6.82% 
The plan pays guaranteed cash value and distributes annual dividends7 annually starting from the first policy 
anniversary. Its guaranteed breakeven period is relatively shorter than similar savings plans in the market on the 
same premium payment period. Moreover, when the insured reaches the age 128, its expected return rate would 
be up to 6.82%15. 
 
Chief Product Officer Christine Yeung said: “To thank customers for long-term support and loyalty, FTLife 
innovates continually to meet their needs. The Regent 2 has been upgraded to include many advantages to 
protect their wealth further. Apart from the unique “Policy Continuation Option” which help avoid the premature 
termination of policy due to accidents, the plan also includes an optimised Automatic Lock In Option. Together 
with the first-in-market premium holiday up to 4 years, unique feature such as premium waiver protection and 
reasonable return rates16, the plan help customers hand on wealth to the next generations incessantly.” 
 
Choices of payment options & no medical underwriting 
Regent 2 (Prestige Version) provides premium payment periods of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and the newly added 18 years. 
Regent 2 (Premier Version) offers premium payment periods of 2, 5 and 10 years. For those who opt for 3-
year/6-year premium payment period (Prestige Version) or 2-year/5-year premium payment period (Premier 
Version), they have the option to settle the total premiums in full in a lump-sum payment and the issue age has 
also been extended to 75 of age. Both versions require no medical check-up which simplifies the application 
process for you to start accumulating wealth at the earliest stage possible.  

 

Premium discounts to further grow your wealth 
Chief Marketing Officer Angela Yam said, “FTLife always puts customers first and is committed to helping them 
achieve financial goals in different stages of life. During the promotional period17, upon successful application of 
the Regent 2 with designated premium amount, you will enjoy a refund of a certain percentage of the first year’s 
premium; for those successful applicants who are our existing customers, they will enjoy an extra refund of 0.5%, 
thereby accumulating wealth with additional ease.” 
 
  



 

 
Remarks:  

1. The Regent Insurance Plan 2 includes Prestige Version and Premier Version. 
2. First-in-market or unique-in-market item is concluded based on the same type of life insurance saving 

products in the market as of February 2018 and September 2018 respectively. 
3. Source of information: 10Life, a platform that provides market information and insurance comparison, 

ranked Regent Insurance 2 (Prestige Version) on top of the “Top 10 Whole Life Savings Insurance with 
Highest Projected Returns” as of 2018Q3, assuming the insured is male, age 35, non-smoker and the 
payment term is 9-12 years or 15 years or above.  Please refer to www.10Life.com for details. 

4. The dividend fulfilment ratio of the first policy year of Regent Insurance Plan (Prestige and Premier Version) 
reached 103% (for policies issued from May 2017 until March 2018). 

5. After the 1st policy anniversary, the policyowner can change the insured for unlimited times. Such change 
will not affect the units, policy values and policy year, and the maturity date will be changed to 128 years 
old of the new insured. The new insured must be aged between 15 days and 65 years of age (last birthday) 
and must not be older than the initial insured by 10 years. The change of insured is subject to the prevailing 
administrative rules and must be endorsed by the policyowner, insured and assignee (if any). Both the new 
insured and the current insured must be alive at the time the insured is changed.  

6. Policyowner can assign a beneficiary while the insured is alive. After the unfortunate event of the insured’s 
death, the beneficiary will become the new policyowner and/or new insured (if applicable). This option is 
not available for the policy with payment(s) of all or partial death benefit on a regular basis being selected.  

7. Annual dividend, terminal dividend and interest from accumulated annual dividend are not guaranteed. 
However, once distributed, the amount of the annual dividend and the accumulated interest will become 
guaranteed. 

8. Starting from the 15th policy anniversary, Automatic Lock In Option can be exercised on the policy 
anniversary when the insured reaches the retirement age selected (must be 55 years old or above), or on 
the premium end date (whichever is the latest). 

9. Manual Lock In Option can be exercised from the 15th policy anniversary or on premium end date (whichever 
is the latest). 

10. This option is not available for the policy with Policy Continuation Option being selected. 
11. Once the policy has been in force for 5 years, and if the policyowner fully surrender the policy, he or she 

can choose to receive a lump sum payment or receiving surrender payment at regular intervals. This 
option is only available if the surrender payment is equal to or more than USD 50,000. The amount of 
surrender payment that is yet to be paid can enjoy an interest. 

12. “Waiver of Premium Benefit” applies to the insured whose age at policy issuance or the change of insured 
is between 18 and 60 and is the policyowner at the same time and is diagnosed with total permanent 
disability before the age of 75.   

13. “Payor Benefit” is applicable to the insured of the age 17 or below; the policyowner (including contingent 
policyowner) whose age at policy issuance or the change of the policyowner (including contingent 
policyowner) is at the age of 60 or below and dies or is diagnosed with total permanent disability before the 
age of 75. 

14. Depending on the premium payment period of the policy. If the incident results from accident, immediate 
protection will be given. If a person dies or is diagnosed with total permanent disability due to illness, a 2-
year waiting period is required. 

15. Assumes the insured applied Regent 2 (Premier Version) with 2-year payment term or Regent 2 (Prestige 
Version) with 3-year payment term at age 0 (15 days) and total premiums paid are US$600,000. The 
guaranteed breakeven period (the time span when the guaranteed cash value exceeds or equals to the total 
premiums paid) of Regent 2 (Premier Version) with 2-year payment term and Regent 2 (Prestige Version) 
with 3-year payment term are up to 5 years and up to 13 years shorter respectively than other similar 
products in the market. The expected rate upon policy maturity is up to 6.82%. Withdrawal of cash value or 
partial surrender will affect future benefits of your policy and policy may be terminated. 

16. Rate of return is not guaranteed. 
17. The promotional period of the first year premium refund offer will end on 31 October 2018 and 19 December 

2018 for Regent 2 (Prestige Version) and Regent 2 (Premier Version) respectively. 
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Important notes:  
 The information contained in this document is intended as a general summary of information for reference 

only. For details, please refer to relevant product brochure and client incentive leaflet. Please refer to the 
policy provision for details of full terms and conditions. 

 For further details, please contact FTLife’s Customer Service Hotline on 2866 8898.  
 This document is for distribution in Hong Kong only. It is not an offer to sell or solicitation to buy or provision 

of any insurance product outside Hong Kong. FTLife does not offer or sell any insurance product in any 
jurisdictions outside Hong Kong, in which such offering or sale of the insurance product is illegal under the 
laws of such jurisdictions. 

 

About FTLife Insurance Company Limited 
FTLife Insurance Company Limited ("FTLife") is one of Hong Kong's most well-established life insurance 
companies. Capitalising on a heritage of professionalism and excellence in serving clients, FTLife seeks to 
become a leading insurance group in Asia. It serves individual and institutional clients from a diverse portfolio of 
financial protection and wealth management products. FTLife aims to excel by cultivating lasting relationships 
and dedicates itself to providing clients with best-of-breed financial services to help them lead fulfilling lives. 
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